Is carefully followed. Acrobats and dancers obey their Decay of trainers. I read in the life of Nijinsky, how he and Pavlova method practised their steps daily before the maim de dan.se> and were shouted at and abused if they showed the smallest fault. Why should painters alone disdain discipline?
It was useless to tell the students of the severe practice which Degas, whose name was constantly on their lips, had to endure; further, that Matisse and others of his generation went through strict academic training. Turner's careful early work led to the most daring adventure in his later years. Blake taught himself through painstaking engraving.
The students of the Design School were less stubborn, more amenable. For Tristram, who had worked under Lethaby, was able to encourage practice based on powerful medieval methods together with the contemporary outlook. I was glad to join in a tribute to Lethaby; this took the form of a book of his essays, to be printed in his honour. I was surprised that no publisher would risk printing such a book on its merits, for Lethaby was one of the sanest and wisest of writers on the arts. He was also himself a fine artist. After his death the Art Workers' Guild brought together a number of his water-colour drawings which came as a surprise to those who^knewlLethaby only as architect and writer. I was anxious for some of these to be acquired for the Tate. There is a lovely drawing of trees and there are some adorable architectural drawings of Guildford clock and one of Arques church and town, Could you get 2, trees and architectural?' wrote MacCoIl, quick to see their beauty. For the drawings, which Lethaby, in his modesty, had never exhibited, were as fresh as Steer's, as sensitive as RusHn's. I have ever admired architects' drawings, and those of artists trained to be architects. At the College of Art I encouraged the students who aimed to be painters to use the advantages offered by the architectural school there. Always attracted by buildings, I can never achieve the details which to architects offer no difficulties. And how fine the bare severity of architects' elevations can be! Contrariwise how unsatis-197

